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The formation of nations and of nation-states during the 19th and 20th century gave rise to

conflicts over principles of inclusion in and/or exclusion from the nation. Generally, the norm

for total inclusion in the nation was the white middle class man. Consequently, gender, race and

class, sometimes further complicated by ethnical and religious identifications, were central fault

lines in the process of creating nations. Strategies chosen varied from xenophobic total exclusion

to partial or full inclusion in the national community. Myths and symbols created an atmosphere

prone to giving preference to certain individuals as national citizens with full political and social

rights. Conflicts over duties to the nation, such as military service and the obligation to bear

children, and rights in the nation, such as political, social and economic citizenship, created

tensions, sometimes outright confrontations along gender and race divides.

The papers presented at this round table discuss the character of such conflicts in the

process of constructing modern nations, highlighting historical moments of critical importance

to the profile of national identities and strategies chosen to mould a coherent community. They

question the dogma of the public-private divide, of men as agents in the public, women as

confined to the private, demonstrating the importance of understandings of masculinity and

femininity to the formation of nations. They point to the centrality of a dichotomous

understanding of women and femininity as both signifiers of authentic traditions and as

expressions of modernity, and discuss how the understanding of femininity was used by

competing nationalist and anti-colonial movements in attempts to gain superiority. Transgressing

divides of religious and social characters, women in a nascent nation might act as agents of

national modernity and serve as a prototype for the new national citizen-subject. A central theme

in this connection is the tension between loyalty to gender and loyalty to nation, as experienced

in mutually exclusive understandings of the nation as either a white-only or a multi-cultural

construction.

The gendered character of the Western nation state is expressed in the double vision of

the state, seen at the same time as a war-making machine and a caring institution. The importance

of war for the formation of nation-states -- and especially the First World War -- seem to have



resulted in a concentration on the masculine identity of soldiering. As suffrage gave women a

voice in politics and problems of food-supply and other civil hardships resulted in urban mass

upheavals, the feminine could be interpreted as a threat to the social order. This lead to a fear of

emasculation of the nation and contributed to suppression of women’s protest actions.

Nationalism conquered feminism or feminism was co-opted into nationalism.

Contributions to this round-table finally outline essential differences between Western

nationalisms on the one hand and anti-colonial nationalisms on the other. As national movements

succeeded in creating nation states in the West, the agency of feminism was weakened. In anti-

colonial national movements, however, feminism continued as an active force. The importance

of gender to these movements, in the 19th as well as in the 20th century, is mirrored in myths of

the character of women’s agency. Crucial events are highlighted differently as the cause of

disaster, as sensible and culturally constructed action or as heroic martyrdom. Gender analyses

of these myths suggest different understandings of the importance of female agency to such

turning points in the history of national movements, indicating different periodisations, different

motivations and different strategies, and highlighting the complicated web of loyalties to

competing, mutually excluding and sometimes even warring versions of nationalism.

The session will present opportunity to discuss all these and many other questions

relating to the rise and triumph of nationalisms during the 19th and 20th century.


